
Romans 12:1-2  
Living Sacrifices 

 
An exhortation …  
 
I. Be Living Sacrifices 
 A. Present Yourself to God 
  1. Unreservedly 
  2. Entirely 
 B. As Holy & Acceptable  
  1. Body 
  2. Mind 
  3. Behavior  
 
II. Live Sanctified Lives 
 A. Renewed 
  1. Un-conformed 
  2. Transformed 
 B. Prudent 
  1. Discerning  
  2. Submissive  
 C. Worshipful  
  1. Attitude 
  2. Action 
 
… toward applied salvation.  
 
Children, Listen … 
1. To Whom do you belong? 
2. Is it just your soul that belongs to Him?  
3. Does it matter to God what we do with our body? 
4. Is there anyone who done all that God has commanded other than Jesus? 
5. God forgives us of our sins if we truly believe in Jesus. Does this me we don’t 
have to worry about doing what is right anymore? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Faith as Applied “Science” 

In layman’s terms “applied science” simply refers to the practice of taking the 
knowledge gained from research and using it in real life situations. If what is 
learned through research is not put to some practical use in the end all you have 
is essentially worthless knowledge. The same is true with doctrine. Paul has 
given a lot of attention so far in Romans explaining how salvation works. While 
the first eleven chapters are not exhaustive when it comes to Bible doctrine all 
would agree that they abound with riches of sound doctrine. These are things 
we must know – otherwise they would not be in Scripture. As we enter chapter 
twelve and move through the balance of the letter we discover that the 
knowledge, and moreover the experience of salvation propels us into living a 
saved life. Sound doctrine is essential – sound practice is indispensable – 
without both in place we don’t have true religion. In my thinking we are also 
passing from what has been extremely challenging mentally to portions of God’s 
Word that are almost excruciatingly challenging personally and practically. Be 
prepared and be encouraged. In Christ we are saved by grace and as we move 
forward in the Christian life we do so by grace as we strive with help from our 
mighty God to be living sacrifices unto Him.  
 


